'RAIDERS FOR LIFE'
Coach: U9-12

Date:

Learn To Train

Team:

Session Theme: Passing/Possession

Time:

Handball

THEME:
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Organization:

Coaching Points:

Set up 15x25yd area with two 5yd end zones.

- eye contact/communication
- support
- width and depth
- movement

Teams can score by throwing a ball into a receiving
player in opponent's end zone. Player must catch the
ball to complete the point.
No defending in the end zones.
When players have ball in their hands can only take 3
steps.
Progression: players only have 3 seconds when ball in
their hands.

THEME:

Passing Gates

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Set up gates in a 20x20yd area

- part of foot/ball
- communication/eye contact
- pace of pass
- body behind ball to receive it

Players in pairs with one ball.
Players are given 1 minute to pass through as many gates as
possible. Team with most passes gets 1pt. Play several rounds.
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Variations:
- pass with right/left foot only
- first team to get through all gates first gets point
- pass to partner and get it back at each gate
- if have two colours of cones, players must pass through
alternating colours

THEME:
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Own the Ball

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Divide group into two teams each wearing a different colour.
Play 4v2 on each field (adjust to numbers you have)
4 players have one ball on the ground and score by
completing 3 passes in a row.
2 players have one ball in their hands and score by throwing
and hitting their ball against the opponents' ball.
Play for a few minutes and then switch player roles.
Hint: 2 players can toss the ball back and forth to each other.

- play away from defenders
- spread out
- angles of support
- quality of pass

* Can play with 1 defender with ball in hand or coaches can
play in this to help the exercise.

THEME:
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Q: What shapes can the group of four take
to easily keep the ball?
Q: Where should the players without the
ball move to give options to the person with
the ball?

Passing/Turning

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Set up with group in groups of 3, 2 players on either side of
the area with 1 in the middle. The middle player must receive
the ball, turn with it & play to the 3rd player on the outside.
Middle player must find a new space in the area to receive
the ball again, cannot receive from where they passed the
ball.

- part of foot/ball
- Body Shape (open to receive pass)
* can you see where the ball is coming
from and where it is going?
- Check Shoulders
- Receive on back foot
- try and play with as few touches as
possible
- Quality of pass.
- Communication/eye contact

Switch every couple of minutes.
Progression:
- Players on the outside can move around the outside of the
grid. This forces the middle player get their head up to find
their teammate
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